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Options to the Morrison Cascade 
 
In Morrison’s first 4 stimulus packages, there were no options considered but we know they 
existed in the ether and included: 
 

• Option A, status quo:  muddle through behind closed doors, serial revisions, unclear 
objectives, little or no data and critical issues analyses, force opponents into gunboat 
diplomacy, throw up smokescreens about “$100 billion over 10 years” then retreat when 
whacked by forensic critique, ignore virus warning signs and thus be unprepared, persist 
with truly damaging infrastructure projects which are debt bombs, focus on idiocies like 
attacking firies and farmers out of ignorance, issue a meaningless national SMS message, 
evade Parliament, force businesses to borrow bridging cash instead of advancing the 
agreed amounts, have secret deals which undermine public processes (Baird/Gaetjens/ 
Calfas damage to Newcastle, Wollongong and “Morrison’s Backyard”), ensure LG reform is 
so inept that it cannot reoccur within 10 years (Tas, WA and NSW), befuddle media, and 
form a national cabinet to mask central confusion around inept political appointees 

• Option B:  Prepare a national economic framework as PM Menzies and economist HC 
“Nugget” Coombs did post-1945, have transparent contingency planning based on risk 
analyses and science, understand and prepare for the inevitable next rounds of bushfires 
and bat crossover viruses, build up stocks of equipment and PPE, develop a contingency 
plan for border control + internal movements + placement of testing and hospital 
resources etc, recognise defects in Border Protection and RFS models and develop the 
alternatives, don’t make faux-marketing promises, inform media, reinstate full reporting of 
PIs and LG statistics, bring the people along with you 

• Option C – NSIP:  face an emergency with alarum, expert economist prepares Newcastle 
Strategic Infrastructure Plan (framework)  in 2 days, shares it with senior managers and 
Council – all agree, shares with all other 12 Councils in Hunter with Milton Morris – all 
agree, shares with NSW Minister for Planning Knowles – he endorses it as a model for the 
whole State.  Mesh budgets and site programs, fully engage innovative businesses through 
8 sector clusters with Council as facilitator – systematic foundation but municipal inertia 
reasserts with reversion to deficit budgeting, loss of council leadership.  NSIP was based 
on gathering data and analyses from all sources before finalising implementation details – 
the opposite of Morrison’s approach. 

We know that the treatment of casuals and local government activities has been up and down, 
again reflecting the lack of forethought.  These are all options which should have been considered 
and informed by the community, not just big businesses, seeing that it is claimed the bods had 
been on-track for weeks (which we’re entitled to question). 
 
There are other options related to the vectors and speed of payment flows, avoiding childcare 
subsidy expectations, and focussing on priority areas instead of deep wells of swirling banknotes: 



• Status quo:  using ATO BAS submissions but probably not knowing the complexity of 3 
periods of submissions (monthly, quarterly and annual) and the 12 or 13 different BAS 
forms the ATO has – their BAS notes from Treasury appear below to illustrate other 
problems.  The delays reflect the ATO’s complexity rather than the need to support SMEs 
quickly 

o Not considered:  BAS do not show numbers of employees but PAYG shows payroll - 
employers could be asked to certify the share (%) relating to the supplement quite 
quickly, especially through their agents 

• Option B:  Not use the Australian Tax Office except as a conduit, being right to not create 
new agencies as Canada has done, but that leaves existing avenues 

o Use banks to fund their clients but not through lending protocols, the risk being 
with the Treasury, drawing down on the Treasury’s funds with strong auditing as to 
genuine employee retention and non-exclusion of intended cost savings (using 
Coronavirus as an excuse).  [Subsequently, well after this text was written, NextCity 
published a North Dakota case study which showed how well this sort of 
mechanism works.] 

o Get ATO to issue cash flow supplements as advances on BAS processing (noting 
deferment of obligations anyway), rather than waiting for BAS submissions – 
including SMEs switching from quarterly and annual submissions to monthly.  The 
importance is increased by the lines which reflect charities and sole traders.  The US 
Treasury got out 88 million payments totalling almost $US 158 billion (WashPost) in 
the first 3 weeks. 

• Option C:  Do not impose a minimum turnover loss on a previous period, as in UK, and give 
the supplement to all SMEs and other categories and adjust according to certified returns 
in say 3 months – the terms to be carefully set as supportive, not punitive.  This is a balance 
between the deserving who get paid faster and those who don’t need it, it gets added to 
their liabilities.  It’s probably too late for more than half a million short-term jobs 

• Option D: Business continuity grants under stimulus - know and target sectors such as 
clubs which are only now getting “special” attention, invest in facilities in tourism facilities 
not just council roadworks, and include political parties as though they deserve it  

• Option E:  Get employers to issue childcare vouchers to their employees who they know to 
be needing such support, on their certification, with adjustments after audit etc.  These 
would be specific and time-limited instead of the Howard-like expectation that was 
created through this clumsy over-reaction.  Labor said of course we support it, that was 
our policy, but it was Labor who pushed education vouchers if they but remembered. 

Other people will have other options but the above could have been done in 
hours using a critical issues matrix format, mind-mapping and SWOTS.  No sign of 
any of these have come out of any Morrison process. 

  



ATO Situation 

The ATO website gives a guide to SMEs and there are some questionable provisions (comments in 
italics): 

• Deferring by up to six months the payment date of 
amounts due through the business activity statement 
(including PAYG instalments), income tax assessments, 
fringe benefits tax assessments and excise. 

Creates a lumpy contingency that will lie 
within the business restrictions timeframe, 
be clear on effects 

• Allowing businesses on a quarterly reporting cycle to 
opt into monthly GST reporting in order to get quicker 
access to GST refunds they may be entitled to. 

What delay and what cashflow 
implications are there re period and 
variable costs 

• Allowing businesses to vary Pay As You Go (PAYG) 
instalment amounts to zero for the March 2020 
quarter. Businesses that vary their PAYG instalment to 
zero can also claim a refund for any instalments made 
for the September 2019 and December 2019 quarters. 

What equity and operational implications 
of excusing past liabilities, especially 
where employees have not been retained 

• Remitting any interest and penalties, incurred on or 
after 23 January 2020, that have been applied to tax 
liabilities 

What penalties, when the Government is 
creating new opportunities for cost 
shifting and double-dipping, do we give 
cheats a free run, and why? 

• Businesses wanting to utilise any of these options can 
contact us over the coming weeks. It is not necessary 
for businesses to contact us immediately. 

Why the relaxed mode?  Do these words 
further delay cash flows? 

 
Outside of business, the ATO will also work with individuals experiencing financial hardship, and 
their tax agents, and will apply appropriate tax relief measures for serious and exceptional 
circumstances, such as where people cannot pay for food or accommodation. 

• Treasurer’s discretion has been built into the Act and there need to be safeguards against 
prejudicial judgements. 

 
  



June 2 – email re Housing Industry Stimulus 
 
To selected senior Federal and NSW Politicians, members of the National Cabinet, journalists  
 
Random notes: 
 
There is peril ahead if the MBA and ABC think social housing can be boosted in 6 months without 
creating windfalls for spec builders. 
 
Is the Government capable of defining "needs" and objectives, understanding and measuring 
options, and setting an effective implementation path? - or will this be yet more rorting? 
 
There has been significant over-capacity in the high-density residential sectors and relatively low 
take-up of mixed-use retail and commercial components near transit nodes;  and rents have been 
falling.  The subsidy will worsen that situation, or not? 
 
How to measure retained jobs:  require developers to certify intended ons-and-offs in advance 
and then keep them to their promises?  How long to put that system in place? 
 
Will this stimulus level be sufficient to save one job per company? or how many?   
 
How many "projects" are ready-to-go, all things considered - traffic and over-shadowing, 
environmental and engineering, open space and common areas .... 
 
Will less feasible projects be accelerated aka Baird over-densification in the Bankstown corridor 
while other corridors are disadvantaged, will Hong Kong benefit? 
 
We cannot cut corners in high-rises, if projects are to be accelerated, will certification standards 
be diminished? 
 
Alternative opportunities:  the Governments have not even started to "plan" for reducing truck 
movements, more feasible fast trains, my 8,000 First Nation jobs to reduce fire and species risks, 
Goanna Transit Bridge to reduce innerwest and CBD congestion, and on it goes. 
 


